ABB MyLearning
Frequently asked questions

Training programs for engineers, programmers, maintenance and operations personnel provide up-to-date technical expertise for existing and new products, processes, and technology advances.

Introduction
Accurate training will increase your capability to respond rapidly and efficiently in any given situation hence improving operational efficiency of your assets.

We answer some of the most frequently asked questions:

Q. What is the login URL for ABB MyLearning?
A. Global site: https://mylearning.abb.com
   USA & CA Site: https://mylearning-americas.abb.com

Q. Where I can find login credentials MyLearning?
A. Click on SIGN IN button, then COMPANY LOGIN and provide credentials (email address and password used for login on MyABB Portal (myabb.com). Follow these instructions

Q. Where I can find my enrolled courses?
A. Enrollments can be found via the MyLearning tab showing program enrollments and course enrollments. Important notice that the filter shows active courses, while for “completed” modules the filter has to be reset in the left top

Q. What is the software required to use ABB MyLearning?
A. To use MyLearning you need to have an Internet browser only. ABB MyLearning is available on Internet Explorer, Google Chrome or other browsers e.g. Firefox. All IAMA eLearnings have been optimized to html5, so are running on the recommended browsers.

Q. What are the main functions in MyLearning?
A. More information available here

Q. What is available on MyLearning Tab?
A. More information available here

Q. How to enroll to non priced class or training plan?
A. More information available here
Q. How to enroll to priced class or training plan?
A. More information available [here](#)

Q. How to cancel my enrollments?
A. More information available [here](#)

Q. How to check my certificates?
A. More information available [here](#)

Q. How to refine filter settings?
A. More information available [here](#)

Q. How to share elearning or catalog?
A. More information available [here](#)

Q. How to use ABB MyLearning on mobile devices?
A. ABB LMS is available on mobile devices with iOS and Android - please search for “ExpertusOne” app. Also there is JobAid available [here](#)

Q. How can I get support if something is not working?
A. Please send an email to:
   [PL-LMS.support@abb.com](mailto:PL-LMS.support@abb.com)
   with issue description